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Salkin (2004) notes that the American Institute of Planners published a booklet in 1972, “Guidelines for the 
Social Responsibility of the Planner”, that states, “the urgency of social needs and undesirable or 
inequitable human consequences resulting from public actions should be transmitted to those with power to 
influence those actions.”  Salkin goes on to question “whether there is enough guidance to lead participants 
… through an ethics analysis to balance goals of smart growth with sometimes competing demands of 
social equity.”   Despite the fact that these discussions were occurring in the early 70s, it is arguable that 
the suite of environmental laws codified during the same decade lack a similar social equity lens.  Instead, 
many environmental laws make peripherial mention or weak statements about communities and socio-
economic concerns that remain undefined for practitioners who are often balancing between conflicting 
uses and the environment.  Understanding that most environmental laws were, by their nature, not intended 
to serve as social equity protections, what room is there in the current law to set the stage for a more 
comprehensive view that more directly considers social equity?  What questions should be asked when 
initiating a dialogue to develop such a framework?  Can you legislate social equity, or can these concepts 
only be maintained through moral obligation?  This presentation will raise some key questions to initiate a 
more progressive dialogue around social equity in the coastal law and policy environment and provide 
some initial parameters on how laws may be assessed through this lens. 
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